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Weather through the Seasons 
Grade Level or Special Area: Kindergarten  
Written by:              Kimberly Coffey, Bromley East Charter School, Brighton, Colorado 
Length of Unit:              14 lessons and Culminating Activity (14 days, 20-60 minutes each) 
 
I. ABSTRACT 

This unit will help students recognize that the year cycles through four seasons.  The students will 
identify that each season has distinctive weather patterns that affect our daily activities.  Students 
will also observe and graph the daily weather changes, including snowy, sunny, windy, rainy, or 
cloudy conditions.  In addition, students will produce their own book about the seasons.    

 
II. OVERVIEW 

A. Concept Objectives 
1. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems and the 

structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space (Colorado Science 
Standard 4). 

2. Students understand the processes of scientific investigation and evaluate such 
investigations (Colorado Science Standard 1). 

3. Students read and recognize literature as a record of human experience (Colorado 
Reading and Writing Standard 6). 

4. Students will gain reading strategies that prepare them for reading at higher 
levels (Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 1). 

5. Students will understand writing and speaking is used for a variety of purposes 
and audiences. (Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 2). 

B. Content from the Core Knowledge Sequence 
1. Science: Seasons and Weather (p. 20) 

a. The four seasons  
b. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 
c. The sun: source of light and warmth 
d. Daily weather changes 

2. Language Arts: Fiction: Literary Terms (p. 10) 
a. Author 
b. illustrator 

3. Language Arts: Poetry (pp. 8 and 9) 
a. Mother Goose and Other Traditional Poems 

i. It’s Raining, It’s Pouring  
ii. Rain, Rain, Go Away  

b. Other Poems, Old and New 
i. April Rain Song (Langston Hughes) 
ii. The More It Snows (A. A. Milne) 

4. Language Arts: Sayings and Phrases (p. 10) 
a. April Showers bring May Flowers 
b. It’s Raining Cats and Dogs 

5. Mathematics: Numbers and Number Sense (p. 17) 
a. Using concrete objects and pictorial representations, compare sets 
b. Interpret simple pictorial graphs 

6. Mathematics: Measurement (p. 18) 
a. Compare objects according to: 

i. Temperature: hotter and colder 
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C. Skill Objectives 
1. Students identify the sun as the principal source of Earth’s heat and light. 

(Colorado Science Standard 4.2a) 
2. Students identify how our daily activities are affected by weather. (Colorado 

Science Standard 4.2b) 
3. Students use simple devices to gather observational data. (Colorado Science 

Standard 1b) 
4. Students will identify observable patterns in weather data. (Colorado Science 

Standard 6c) 
5. Students will reproduce, extend, create, and describe patterns and sequences of 

daily weather using a variety of materials. (Colorado Mathematics Standard 2.1) 
6. Students will construct, read, and interpret displays of data including tables, 

charts, pictographs, and bar graphs.   (Colorado Mathematics Standard 3.1) 
7. Students will create a message by drawing, telling, and or emergent writing. 

(Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 2) 
8. Students will use a KWL chart as a way to prepare them for reading at a higher 

level.   (Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 1) 
 
III. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 

A. For Teachers 
1. Core Knowledge Sequence 
2. Hirsch, Jr. E.D.  What Your Kindergartner Needs to Know: Preparing Your Child 

for a Lifetime of Learning 
3. Cosgrove, Brian.  Eyewitness Books-Weather  (great resource for pictures of 

weather) 
4. Gibbons, Gail.  The Reasons for Seasons 

B. For Students 
1. Temperature  (Core Knowledge Preschool Sequence, p. 36) 
2. Measures of Time (Core Knowledge Preschool Sequence, p. 73) 
3. Listen to stories read aloud (Core Knowledge Preschool Sequence, p. 48) 
4. Know how to use scissors (Core Knowledge Preschool Sequence, p. 11) 
5. Know how to hold pencil (Core Knowledge Preschool Sequence, p. 58) 
6. Know how to use glue (Core Knowledge Preschool Sequence, p. 58) 
7. Know how to lace (Core Knowledge Preschool Sequence, p. 87) 
 

IV. RESOURCES 
A. Scholastic Children’s Dictionary by Scholastic (All definitions) 
B. The Grasshopper and the Ants an Aesop Fable (Lesson One) 
C. A Tree for all Seasons by Robin Bernard (Lesson One) 
D. A Bunny for all Seasons by Janet Schulman (Lesson One-optional) 
E. Simple Science Seasons by Patricia Ryon Quiri (Lesson One-optional) 
F. My World Seasons by Tammy J. Schlepp (Lesson One-optional) 
G. Season Song by Marcy Barack (Lesson One-optional) 
H. Planting a Rainbow by Lois Ehlert (Lessons One and Twelve-optional) 
I. What Will the Weather be Like Today by Paul Rogers (Lesson Two) 
J. Weather Words by Gail Gibbons (Lesson Two) 
K. Weather cards from Banks School Supply - (Posters-IF23021 Weather) (Lesson Two) 
L. Teacher Created Materials Thematic Unit- Weather#2612 (Supplement for all lessons) 
M. Weather-Spectacular Science Projects by Janice VanCleave’s (Supplement to all 

Weather Lessons) 
N. Weatherwatch by Valerie Wyatt (Lessons Two, Eight, and Nine) 
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O. The Mitten Tree by Candace Christiansen (Lesson Six-optional) 
P. The Cloud Book by Tomie dePoala (Lesson Seven) 
Q. The Windy Day by G. Brian Karas (Lesson Nine) 
R. It’s Spring by Jimmy Pickering (Lesson Ten) 
S. What Makes a Rainbow? By Betty Ann Schwartz (Lesson Twelve-optional) 
T. Flash, Crash, Rumble, and Roll by Franklyn M. Branley (Lesson Thirteen) 
U. One Hot Summer Day by Nina Crews (Lesson Fourteen) 
V. The Giving Tree Shel Silverstein (Lesson Fourteen-optional) 
 

V. LESSONS 
Lesson One: What are the Seasons (approximately 35 minutes-5 minutes at beginning of day, 
then 30 minutes for lesson at later time in day) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

b. Students will understand writing and speaking is used for a variety of 
purposes and audiences. (Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 2). 

2. Lesson Content  
a. Seasons and Weather (p. 20) 

i. The four seasons 
ii. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 
iii. The sun: source of light and warmth 

b. Literary Terms: author and illustrator (p. 10) 
3. Skill Objective(s) 

a. Students will name the sun as a source of Earth’s heat and light.  
b. Students identify how our daily activities are affected by weather.  

B. Materials 
1. A copy of Aesop’s The Grasshopper and the Ants (Appendix A) 
2. A copy of A Tree for all Seasons 
3. Seasons Cards (Appendix B) 
4. Pictures of each Season 
5. A Yearlong Tree  (Appendix C) 
6. A Globe 
7. A model of the Sun  
8. Pillow case (optional) 
9. Labels of each month (Appendix D) 
10. One sticky note (Small) 
11. Crayons  
12. 5” x 7” blank note cards  
13. Template of punch out leaves on colored construction paper (Appendix F) 
14. 4 boxes to place clothes in (optional for extensions) 
15. Clothes for each season (optional for extensions) 
16. Optional Books for library-see resources C-F 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Autumn – also known as Fall, the season between summer and winter, from late 

September to late December 
2. Winter – the season between autumn and spring, when the weather is the coldest 
3. Spring – the season between winter and summer, when the weather becomes 

warmer and plants and flowers begin to grow 
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4. Summer – the season between spring and autumn, when the weather is the 
warmest 

5. Orbit – to travel around a planet, the sun, etc. 
6. Rotate – to turn around and around like a wheel 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. At the beginning of the day, seat children in circle and read, The Grasshopper 

and the Ants or My World Seasons, or any book you enjoy about seasons 
(recommended list on resources C-G).  This will be the appetizer to the main 
lesson given later in the day.   Ask the children what they think the book was 
about, using only three words.  Hopefully, they will guess, “seasons”. 

2. Later in the day, prepare materials  (7-11).  You will present the sun to your 
children and ask them if they know what it is.  (It might be fun to keep the 
objects in a pillowcase until they figure out what they are.)  Say, This is 
something very big, very bright, gives us heat and light, and is yellow.  It starts 
with the letter S.  What is it (SUN)?  Place the sun down Appendix A-item 1. 

3. The next item you will present will be the globe.  Give them clues.  Say:  It 
shows different places on the Earth.  It is round, has continents, oceans, and 
mountains on it.  Pull it out and identify it as a Globe.  Have children repeat 
“Globe”.  Put by the sun. 

4. Present the months of the year and go through them with the children.  Have the 
children repeat the months after you.  You will place the months around the sun.  
See diagram (Appendix E). 

5. Tell the kids that you will be the Earth (globe) and fast-forward through the year.  
Start at the current month, hold the globe and rotate it counterclockwise as you 
move.  Go clockwise around the sun.  Say:  It takes 12 months for the sun to orbit 
around the Earth.   Ask the students to guess what “orbit” means.  It means 
circles around. 

6. Explain to the children that the Earth rotates as it orbits (circles) the sun.  This 
process takes one whole year (12 months). 

7. Point out where we are located on the globe; put a bright sticky there, and have 
children watch again as you rotate around the sun. 

8. Ask the children what happens to the sticky as the Earth rotates around the sun. 
9. Explain that it turns away from the sun and back towards the sun again.  

Sometimes we are facing the sun more than at other times.  The more we face the 
sun, the warmer we are.  The more we turn away from the sun, the colder we are.  
Ask children to show how they look when they’re cold (Lead them by crossing 
arms and shivering).  Ask them to show you how they look when they are hot 
(start fanning yourself). 

10. Say:  We go through different seasons as the Earth rotates the sun.   We have four 
distinct seasons in our region.  They relate to where the Earth is around the sun. 
Ask them to name some seasons they may know. Say:  I just happen to hold all 
four seasons in my hands. (If you used Aesop’s Grasshopper and the Ant, say 
that you also have a special visitor, and pull out a fake grasshopper -Gummy). 
Show pictures of the different seasons and ask the children:  Would they (or 
Gummy) be hot or cold if they (or he) were in the picture. 

11. Identify and label each picture of the season by placing the season picture under 
the appropriate Season Label (Appendix B).  Say and have the students repeat 
each season as you go. 

12. At end of lesson, read the book, A Tree for all Seasons. 
13. Review the four seasons again and present the Year Tree. Explain that every 

season we will decorate our own tree to fit the season.  For example for winter 
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we will leave the branches bare and place snowflakes on the tree.  Ask children:  
What should we decorate the tree with now? (Autumn leaves) 

14. You will provide the students with a template of a pre-made autumn leaf that 
they can punch out.  Have the students put their name on the back of the leaves. 

15. Invite the students to return to their work area and punch out the leaves.  They 
can place them on the tree when complete. 

E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. While kids are working on punch out autumn leaf, pull a group of five students 

and provide them with 5” x 7” note-card, and ask them to draw a picture of a 
season they enjoy.  You can display this as a bulletin board and call it “Snapshots 
of Seasons”. 

2. At the small lesson, ask each child what gives the Earth heat and warmth. (The 
sun)  Fill out their chart (Appendix X, row 1 and row 3) 

F. Extensions and Variations 
1. You can keep your sun and on the children’s birthdays, have them walk around 

the sun as you did.  They go around the sun, as many times as they are old.  
Example: 6 years old = 6 times around.  This becomes a great tradition and 
emphasizes months through the year. (Adapted from Montessori’s Birthday 
Celebration) 

2. For each season, place books in your library about that season. (Suggested titles 
listed in resources as optional.)  Choose one book as your favorite each week and 
the kids will flock to it. 

3. Set up centers with boxes for each season.  Put dress up clothes in each box that 
relates back to the season.  Example: Winter-hats, gloves, scarves, jacket, and 
boots.   

 
Lesson Two: What will the Weather be Today? (two twenty minute sessions) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students will utilize reading strategies that prepare them for reading at 

higher levels (Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 1). 
b. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

2. Lesson Content  
a. Seasons and Weather (p. 20) 

i. Daily weather changes 
b. Literary Terms: author and illustrator (p. 10) 
c. Numbers and Number Sense (p. 17) 

i. Using concrete objects and pictorial representations, compare 
sets 

ii. Interpret simple pictorial graphs 
3. Skill Objective(s) 

a. Students identify how our daily activities are affected by weather by 
charting daily weather.  

b. Students will identify observable patterns in weather data.   
c. Students will reproduce, extend, create, and describe patterns and 

sequences of daily weather using variety of materials.  
d. Students will construct, read, and interpret displays of data including 

tables, charts, pictographs, and bar graphs.    
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e. Students will use a KWL chart as a way to prepare them for reading at a 
higher level.    

B. Materials 
1. Graph board (Appendix G) to be displayed all year long by calendar 
2. 20 each of suns, rain drops, snowflakes, clouds, and wind cloud (Appendix H) 
3. A copy of What will the Weather be Today? By Paul Rogers 
4. A copy of Weather Words and What they Mean by Gail Gibbons 
5. Pictures of different weather 
6. Chart paper for a KWL Chart 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Graph – a diagram that shows the relationship between numbers and amounts 
2. Tally – an account, a record, or a score 
3. Meteorologist – a person who studies the weather 
4. Fair – neither good nor bad 
5. Thunderstorm – a rainstorm with thunder and lightning 
6. Hail – when small ball of ice fall from the sky 
7. Breezy, Gusty, Windy – moving air 
8. Hurricane – a violent storm with high winds that starts in the regions of Atlantic 

Ocean or Caribbean Sea near the equator and then travels north, northeast, or 
northwest 

9. Tornado – a violent, whirling column of air that appears as a dark cloud shaped 
like a funnel 

10. Fog – a very thick mist of water vapor in the air. 
D. Procedures/Activities 

1. First session – What will the weather be like today? 
a. Start this lesson first thing in the morning, while the children are seated 

for circle time.  Ask:  What will the weather be like today?  Wait for their 
responses.  Say:  I just happen to have a book that talks about all the 
weather we can have.  Then introduce and read the book, What will the 
Weather be Like Today? 

b. After reading, present the graph board and explain:  This is a graph.  It 
will help us keep track of the weather for each day of the month.  It will 
show us how many days are sunny, rainy, cloudy, snowy, or windy in a 
month.  Show the kids each symbol and explain: The sun is when it is 
sunny, the umbrella when it is rainy, the cloud for when it is______ 
(Cloudy), the snowflake for (Snowy), and the windy cloud for (Windy). 
Let the children answer where they can. 

c. Ask the children:  What will we use for the weather today?  Place the 
weather symbol under the appropriate heading.  (The sun under Sunny, 
etc.)  Explain that at the end of the month we will tally (count) our 
weather for that month. Say: This will become part of our daily routine 
and everyday our meteorologist will give us the weather report. (You 
can make this one of your jobs for the children, which will change 
weekly). 

2. Second session – Weather words 
a. Gather children in a group where they can all see the KWL Chart.  

Present the KWL Chart and tell the kids that the K stands for what they 
know about weather.  Ask them:  What do you know about weather? List 
their answers.  To keep order, remind children not to answer until called 
upon. 
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b. Say:  The next part of the chart we will fill out will be the W-it stands for 
what we want to know and  are some questions you have about weather.  
Ask students to raise their hands and tell you what they want to learn 
about weather.  List their answers. 

c. Next ask them:  Can you guess what the L stands for?  Wait for their 
answers.  Say:  You’re right (even if they are not), it stands for what you 
learned.  We cannot fill out this part, until after our lessons about 
weather.  Let’s begin. 

d. Present and read the book Weather Words and What they Mean. 
e. Show the children your weather pictures and ask them what they think 

each picture looks like.  Include pictures of Thunderstorms, Hail, 
Hurricanes, Tornadoes, Fog, Snow and Rain (Example: lightning and 
rain=thunderstorm) 

f. After showing pictures, tell children: We can now finish our KWL chart.  
I would like each of you to tell me something you learned about weather.  
Go around the circle and list under the L. 

g. Hand out a KWL chart  (Appendix I) for the students to fill in 
themselves.  Ask the children to only put one word or picture under each 
heading. 

E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. The students will complete a KWL chart on weather. 
2. The students will each have the opportunity to keep a daily record of the weather 

by using and interpreting the Daily Weather Graph.  They will record the daily 
weather in their morning routines (Appendix J).  Fill out the students’ chart 
(Appendix X, row 6). 

F. Extension and Variations (adapted from Teacher Created Materials thematic unit on 
weather) 
1. Have the class make a rebus book of weather.  A rebus book substitutes pictures 

for some words.   
2. On each of the four pages, begin the story with:  “When it was a _______(sunny, 

rainy, windy, or snowy) day,  _______(student name) and _______(student 
name) went out to play.  Leave three pages blank behind each day; they will be 
used in later lessons. 

3. Complete a page as you study that weather pattern. 
4. Ask the children to add to story, such as what did they wear or play on those 

weather days. 
5. Have the children illustrate pictures in place of some words. 
6. After complete, the class can read it as a group. 

 
Lesson Three: Leaves for Granny-An Autumn day 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

2. Lesson Content  
a. Seasons and weather (p. 20) 

i. The four seasons  
ii. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 
iii. Daily weather changes 
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3. Skill Objective(s) 
a. Students will identify observable patterns in weather data. 
b. Students will reproduce, extend, create, and describe patterns and 

sequences of daily weather using a variety of materials. 
B. Materials 

1. The Fall story about Granny (in lesson) 
2. Plastic bag with each child’s name on it, a string attached to each corner so the 

children can wear the bag around their neck comfortably 
3. Wax paper – long enough to place a leaf in and fold over (also for extension) 
4. A cup of crayon shavings (one per group of four) 
5. Crayons 
6. A construction frame (Appendix K) 
7. Hot iron or two 
8. At least one other adult 
9. Clean white T-shirt (extension) 
10. Acrylic paints (extension) 
11. Paintbrushes (extension) 
12. One piece of 8”x 11”cardboard per child (extension)  
13. Vinegar (extension) 

C. Key Vocabulary 
None 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. As soon as the leaves begin to change and fall, take the children on a nature walk. 
2. Take the children outside and place them so they can hear you speak. 
3. Ask the children to close their eyes and to just listen to the sounds around them.  

They may hear birds, a breeze blowing a paper, or kids playing.  Give them about 
one minute and then ask them to open their eyes.  Ask:  What did you hear? 

4. Next, ask the students to look around them without saying a word.  Ask them:  
What do you see? (Hopefully, someone will reply, “trees”.  If not tell the students 
that you notices the trees, especially the leaves.) 

5. Say:  Have you ever noticed that at certain times of the year, the leaves begin to 
change and fall off the trees? (Yes.)  This time of year is known as fall. Have you 
ever heard the story about Granny the Tree and her friends? 

6. Say:  This is a story about new friendships and the season of fall.  Once there 
was a big beautiful Apple Tree named Granny.  Her branches were strong and 
plenty.  Her best friends were the leaves that bunched around her limbs. She had 
watched her friends start off as buds then turn into falling, whirling, dancers.  
This was the cycle of the leaves; they would grow up and always leave.  But 
Granny knew this and accepted it. One day, she was hanging out with her 
bunches of friends, The Green Broad Leaf Group. They were green and very 
tired from their job of producing apples.  But, they were getting very excited 
about their next job, becoming colorful dancers.  They would whisper gently and 
do their warm ups by shaking a little.  This was a funny site for Granny.  
Especially when they would really get into their dance and turn colors, like red, 
orange, and brown.   It would always make her shake with laughter.  Some of her 
friends would twirl to the ground.  The more they danced, the more she shook 
with laughter, and many more of her friends would leave, until her limbs were 
bare.  They would whisper, “Good-Bye” and blow away.  This was how Granny 
knew that Fall was here and Winter was on the way. (Story created by Kimberly 
Coffey) 

7. Pair the children up and give each student a prepared plastic bag. 
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8. Say:  It is the beginning of Fall and we are going to find some of Granny’s 
friends.  Only pick up leaves that have fallen and that are not green.  Choose at 
least three leaves of different colors. 

9. Instruct the students to place their leaves carefully in their nature bag.  Give the 
students about 5-7 minutes to search for the leaves.  

10. Take the students back inside and return them to a work area where they can 
work in groups of four. 

11. Provide the students with a piece of wax paper, a cup of crayon shavings for each 
group of four, crayons, and a frame for their “Leaf Window” (Appendix K). 

12. Instruct the children to fold the wax paper in half  (shiny sides towards each 
other) and place their favorite leaf in the middle, sprinkle with a little bit of the 
crayon shavings.  Close the wax paper and wait for a Parent or yourself for the 
next step.  While they are waiting, have them decorate their frames. 

13. Place the wax paper with the leaf and shavings in between a paper sack.  With a 
hot iron (not with steam) press the leaf for about seven seconds or until the wax 
sides stick together. 

14. Have the students glue their finished pressing unto their frame.  Hang on the 
windows for a nice Fall decoration. 

15. Ask children to return their nature bags back to you.  (You can do an extension 
with the remaining leaves. 

E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Students will be able to characterize events that occur in the Fall.  Fill out the 

students’ chart (Appendix X, row 2). 
F. Variations and Extensions 

1. With the remaining leaves, you can have the children decorate Granny, the 
yearlong tree. 

2. You can create leaf print t-shirts that can be worn during lesson four’s field trip. 
a. Have students bring in a clean or brand new white t-shirt that has not 

been washed or dried yet (Fabric softeners-prevent an imprint).  (Can 
purchase from Walmart-three to a pack.) 

b. With the help of other adults, cover the work areas.  Place a cardboard 
between the front and back of the shirt, so the paint doesn’t bleed 
through. 

c. Place a leaf on a wax paper and have the children paint their leaves with 
a thin layer of paint. 

d. Help the children lift the leaves and place them painted side down on 
their t-shirts.  Press the leaf down and then lift it straight up. 

e. Continue process as desired. 
f. Hang t-shirt to dry. 
g. To make the prints last longer, rinse finished shirt in room temp water 

and vinegar before the first washing.       
 

Lesson Four: The Berry Patch Field Trip (three hours) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

2. Lesson Content 
a. Seasons and Weather (p. 20) 

i. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 
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b. Numbers and Number Sense (p. 17) 
i. Using concrete objects and pictorial representations, compare 

sets 
ii. Interpret simple pictorial graphs 

3. Skill Objective(s) 
a. Students use simple devices to gather observational data. 
b. Students will construct, read, and interpret displays of data including 

tables, charts, pictographs, and bar graphs. 
B. Materials 

1. Arrange a field trip to a berry farm or any crop farm 
2. Prepare a scavenger hunt of items to find (will vary according to the farm) 
3. Sample on Appendix L 
4. Pencil 
5. Clipboard 
6. A picking bag per each child 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Scavenger – a person who searches for things 
2. Collected – gather 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Arrange to visit a farm at the beginning of fall.  Early October is best because of 

pumpkin season. 
2. Before leaving on field trip, prepare a scavenger hunt according to crops grown 

at your farm. 
3. At beginning of day, hand out scavenger hunt and go over items.  Have children 

take a pencil to fill out information. 
4. See Sample - Appendix L 

E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. After field trip go over the children’s answers and construct a class graph of the 

Fall crops they collected for their scavenger hunt. 
2. Have children choose the smallest crop, the largest crop, and the most popular 

answers. 
 

Lesson Five:  The More it Snows (approximately 30 minutes) 
The following songs, The More it Snows and Pass the Snowball, were taken from the following 
source:  Stone, Tina.  Zippin’ into Winter.  
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

b. Students read and recognize literature as a record of human experience 
(Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 6). 

c. Students will understand writing and speaking is used for a variety of 
purposes and audiences. (Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 2). 

2. Lesson Content 
a. Seasons and Weather (p. 20) 

i. The four seasons  
ii. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 
iii. Daily weather changes 

b. Poetry (pp. 8 and 9) 
i. The More It Snows 
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3. Skill Objective(s) 
a. Students identify how our daily activities are affected by weather. 
b. Students will create a message by drawing, telling, and or emergent 

writing. 
B. Materials 

1. A copy of A. A.  Milne’s The More it Snows (Appendix M) from House at Pooh 
Corner 

2. Rebus book from previous lesson (if done) – “When it is a snowy day, ___ and 
_____ went out to play” 

3. Pictures of a snowflake, snow, a bare tree, a blizzard 
4. A very small piece of frozen white clay (Sculpty works well) for each child; 

freeze it over night 
5. White Styrofoam ball - palm size 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1.  Blizzard – a heavy snowstorm with very strong winds 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. At the beginning of the day, seat children in circle and introduce A. A. Milne’s 

poem, The More it Snows, from House at Pooh Corner. Lead the children 
through the poem.   

2. Start by saying the following:  
You will say:                         Children respond 

      The more it snows,               Tiddley-pom (say with 2 claps) 
      The more it goes,                  Tiddley-pom (say with 2 claps)  
      The more it goes                   Tiddley-pom (say with 2 claps) 
      On snowing. 
 
       And nobody knows,             Tiddley-pom (say with 2 claps) 
       How cold my toes,               Tiddley-pom (say with 2 claps)      
       How cold my toes                Tiddley-pom (say with 2 claps) 
       Are growing.   
       Repeat the verses twice. 

3. After the warm up, ask the children, do your toes get cold when it snows? (Yes!) 
Tell the children to think about what else happens when it snows.   You can 
record the more popular answers in the class Rebus Book (if you choose to do 
this extension from Lesson Two).    

4. Say:  Here are some pictures of things that happen in winter.  Show different 
pictures of winter.  Be sure to include pictures of snow, a snowflake, a bare tree, 
and a blizzard and talk about each scene.  

5. Then, pass out the frozen pieces of clay to each child.  The children will notice 
that they are cold initially then they get warmer as they continue to hold them.  
(Just like a melting snowflake.)  As you pass out the clay say, each of these 
pieces of clay are like one tiny snowflake, they are small alone, but if many are 
put together, they can form a snowstorm or a blizzard.  Instruct the children to 
combine their snowflake to the one being passed around.   You will have to start 
with yours, and start singing to the tune of “She’ll be comin’ ‘round the 
mountain.” 
Have the children join and continue until you get the last big snowball. 

    Pass the snowball to your neighbor, pass it ‘round. 
    Pass the snowball to your neighbor, pass it ‘round. 
    Pass the snowball to your neighbor, pass the snow- 
    ball to your neighbor, pass the snowball to your 
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    neighbor, pass it ‘round. 
6. When you finally get all the “snowflakes”, replace it with a Styrofoam ball (for 

use in the future).  Invite the children to illustrate a scene about winter on a 
prepared copy of the poem The More it Snows.  They can be dismissed to 
complete this work by using the Snowball song.  They can get a copy of the 
poem The More it Snows from you as they leave the circle. 

E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Students will illustrate activities done during a winter’s snow.  Fill out students’ 

chart (Appendix X, row 2). 
 
Lesson Six: The Dance of the Water Molecules (three sessions-approximately 20 minutes 
each) (the following lesson, although modified, is taken from the following source:  Montessori 
Education of the Rockies.  The Universe.  Boulder, Colorado:  MECR, 2002)  
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

b. Students understand the processes of scientific investigation and evaluate 
such investigations (Colorado Science Standard 1). 

2. Lesson Content 
a. Literary Terms: author and illustrator (p. 10) 
b. Measurement (p. 18) 

i. Compare objects according to Temperature: hotter and colder 
3. Skill Objective(s) 

a. Students identify how our daily activities are affected by weather. 
b. Students use simple devices to gather observational data. 

B. Materials 
1. Styrofoam snowball (Lesson Five) 
2. Six large circles with H2O written on them- a string attached to wear as a 

necklace 
3. Six volunteers 
4. Two large clear containers 
5. Colored (room temperature) water in 2 liter bottle 
6. Two thermometers 
7. Several ice cubes 
8. Temperature worksheet (Appendix N) 
9. Snowflake patterns (Appendix O) 
10. Snow (one cup for five groups)-optional 
11. Snow-a-thon class chart (Appendix P)-optional 
12. The Mitten Tree by Candace Christiansen-optional 
13. Mitten Pattern (Appendix Q)-optional 
14. Five-ten microscope slides-optional 
15. Spray on lacquer-optional 
16. Tweezers-optional 
17. Five-ten magnifying lenses-optional 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Thermometer – a devise for measuring temperature 
2. Boiling – heating so that bubbles form and steam is given off 
3. Steam – water in the from of gas 
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4. Molecule – the smallest particle into which a substance can be divided without 
being changed chemically 

5. H2O – symbol for water 
6. Temperature – the degree of hot or cold 
7. Hypothesis – an educated guess 
8. Flurries – a brief, light fall of snow 
9. Blizzard – a heavy snowstorm with very strong winds 
10. Unique – being the only one of its kind 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. First session  – The Dance of the Molecules   

a. Gather the children by singing the Pass the Snowflake.  As the children 
all gather, stop when you get the snowflake. 

b. Ask the children:  Do you know what happens to water when it gets hot?  
(Boils)  What happens when it gets cold (freezes)?  They may not know, 
so don’t prompt them. 

c. Say:  We are going to show how a molecule of water acts when it gets 
hot and cold.  I need six volunteers.  As the volunteers come up, place 
the H2O necklaces around their necks.  Say:  This is called the dance of 
the water molecules.   

d. Say to your volunteers:  Please gather in the middle of the circle.  You 
are now H2O (water) molecules.  Water molecules are nice and loose 
and relaxed.  Demonstrate to the children how to walk around and dance 
around a little.  

e. Say to your molecules:  Now H2O, you are getting hot!  You’re really 
getting hot, you’re boiling.  You’re steam.  Demonstrate to the kids that 
they should be moving quickly, bouncing up and down. 

f. Say to your molecules:  You’re now getting cold. You are moving much, 
m-u-c-h s-l-o-w-e-r (exaggerate slowly).   You need to get warmer so you 
try to get closer, but not too close, you keep your arms out and only 
allow your arms to touch the other water molecules.  Make sure they are 
all touching.  (Ice structure)  

g. Switch back and forth between normal, hot, and cold water a few times.  
Then if you choose, you can have all the children do the Dance of the 
Water molecule. 

h. After the activity is over, just ask the children, what happens to a water 
molecule when it gets hot (steams, moves quickly) and when it gets cold 
(freezes and moves slow).  Explain that when it is warm outside, water 
falls as ____(rain), when it is cold outside, water falls as ____ (snow).  
Release them to their work. 

2. Second session – Working with a thermometer, hot or cold 
a. Set out two clear containers, colored water, and thermometers. 
b. Gather the children around so that they can all get a clear view of the 

containers. 
c. Place the two containers side by side and ask:  Does anyone know what 

temperature means?  (how hot or cold something is)  We are going to 
measure water’s temperature as it gets cold. 

d. Say:  First let’s measure the temperature of our water.  We will measure  
the temperature of water with a thermometer.  Pour equal amounts of he 
colored water into each container (this adds a nice visual effect).  Then 
ask the children:  does the water look the same? (Yes!)  Then place a 
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thermometer in each container.  Have the children all take a look at the 
thermometers, they should read the same temperature. 

e. Now show the children some ice cubes and ask them:  What do you think 
will happen to the temperature of the water when we add ice to one of 
these containers?  This will be our hypothesis, our guess. Think about 
our dance of the water molecules. 

f. Add the ice cubes to one of the containers and have the children watch 
the thermometer.  (It will go down.) 

g. Say:  So if this ice is like snow, what needs to happen to the temperature 
for it to snow?  (It needs to be low/cold) 

h. After the children have answered this question, invite them to think about 
the temperature it needs to be when it is hot outside or snowing outside.   
Release them to complete their temperature worksheet by playing 
freezing snowball.  Pass the Styrofoam snowball around ball around and 
who every is holding it when you say freeze, can go back to work.  

3. Third session –Millions a Snowflakes 
a. Start of the session by introducing and reading Millions of Snowflakes by 

Mary McKenna Siddals. 
b. Tell the children:  Millions of snowflakes fall at a time.  If a little fall, it 

is called snow flurries.  If a lot fall, it is called a blizzard. 
c. Ask the children:  Are all snowflakes the same?  (No!) 
d. Say:  They may all look the same, but every snowflake is unique.  They 

are all different.  But, every snowflake has six sides.   
e. Show the children some pictures of some snowflakes and count the sides 

as a group. 
f. Invite the children to return back to work and show them where you will 

place the examples of snowflakes, so they can count them their selves.  
E. Extensions and Variations:  Snow–a-thon 

1. Have the children do a snow-a-thon.  The children can be divided up into groups 
of five and have them come up with the quickest way to melt snow. 
a. The groups will report to you, what they think will be the fasted way and 

when approved by you, they can draw or write their method on the chart 
(model of on Appendix O). 

b. After every group has recorded their method of melting snow, you can 
have the class hypothesis, which will be the fastest, and the slowest way.  
Record the class’ guess. 

c. Conduct each method in front of the class and time each method.  Record 
the times.  At the end of the experiments, you can see which group was 
correct and if the class guesses were correct. 

2. Read The Mitten Tree to the children and have them construct their own mittens.  
They can lace them together and this can be displayed on Granny (the tree) as the 
Mitten Tree (Appendix P). 

3. As an extension to session 3, you can show the children that snowflakes have six 
sides by catching a snowflake. Adapted from Weatherwatch by Valerie Wyatt 
a. Put 5-10 slides and lacquer spray into the freezer overnight. 
b. When it is snowing, remove the slides from the freezer with some 

tweezers.  Spray a thin coat of lacquer on one side.  Do not touch the 
slide with your hands. 

c. Put the slide outside and wait for a snowflake to fall on it. 
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d. After catching the snowflake, place the slides in a protected place with 
the tweezers, (so that no more snow will fall on it).  Keep it outside for 
an hour. 

e. Bring the slides inside after an hour and have the children examine them 
with a magnifying glass.  

F. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. The children need to complete the temperature worksheet.  Fill out the students’ 

chart (Appendix X, rows 4, 5, and 6). 
 

Lesson Seven:  How sweet to be a Cloud (approximately 30 minutes) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

b. Students read and recognize literature as a record of human experience 
(Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 6). 

c. Students will gain reading strategies that prepare them for reading at 
higher levels (Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 1). 

2. Lesson Content 
a. Literary Terms: author and illustrator (p. 10) 
b. Season’s and Weather (p. 20) 

i. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 
3. Skill Objective(s) 

a. Students will create a message by drawing, telling, and or emergent 
writing. 

b. Students will use a KWL chart as a way to prepare them for reading at a 
higher level.    

B. Materials 
1. A cloud prop (drawn and cut out in any shape) 
2. The Cloud Book by Tommy De Paola 
3. Chart paper for a class KWL 
4. KWL chart (Appendix I) 
5. blue butcher paper for bulletin board 
6. colored chalk 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Clouds – floating water tanks 
2. Moisture – water or other liquid in the air or surface 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Introduce the poem How Sweet to be a Cloud by A.A.  Milne.  While saying the 

poem, have a little cloud as a prop to move around while saying the poem. 
How sweet to be a Cloud 
Floating in the Blue! 
Every little cloud 
Always sings aloud! 
 
How sweet to be a Cloud 
Floating in the Blue! 
It makes him very proud 
To be a little cloud. 
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2. Say to the children:  If you were a cloud what kind of cloud would you be?  
Would you be big and puffy, or light and thin, or would you be dark and full of 
energy?  Would you drop rain, hail, or snow?  Get a few answers of the children 
who have their hands raised.  

3. Say:  We need clouds of all shapes and sizes.  They give us the moisture we need.  
Clouds are floating water tanks.  There are many different types of clouds. Did 
you know that?  What types of clouds do you know?  As children answer, fill in 
the K of the class KWL. 

4. Ask the students:  What do you want to know about clouds?  Record the answers 
under the W of the class KWL. 

5. Leave the L blank.  The children will have to answer this on their own, after you 
read The Cloud Book by Tommy De Paola.  Make sure to show the pictures of 
the different types of clouds described at the end of the book. 

6. Ask to children to think about what type of cloud they would like to be and 
something new that they learned about clouds.  Explain to the children that they 
will be given their own KWL to complete and can draw the cloud they would 
like to be on the class bulletin board.  

7. Dismiss class by saying the cloud poem again.  Pass around the cloud and stop 
wherever you would like.  Whoever is holding the cloud when you stop, gets to 
leave the circle.  Give them the KWL as they leave the circle. 

E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. The students will complete a KWL on clouds. 
2. The students will illustrate different types of clouds.  
3. Fill out the students’ chart (Appendix X, row 4 and row 5). 

 
Lesson Eight:  The Rainmaker  (approximately 20 minutes per session) (adapted from:  
Teacher Created Materials-Weather) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

b. Students understand the processes of scientific investigation and evaluate 
such investigations (Colorado Science Standard 1). 

2. Lesson Content 
a. Seasons and Weather (p. 20) 

i. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 
b. Poetry (pp. 8 and 9) 

i. It’s Raining, It’s Pouring 
ii. Rain, Rain, Go Away 

c. Numbers and Number Sense (p. 17) 
i. Using concrete objects and pictorial representations, compare 

sets 
3. Skill Objective(s) 

a. Students use simple devices to gather observational data. 
b. Students will create a message by drawing, telling, and or emergent 

writing. 
B. Materials 

1. Clear canning jar 
2. Hot water (heat enough to fill jar halfway; heat before hand, but not steaming) 
3. Washcloth 
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4. Ice water with container 
5. Cloud observation sheet (Appendix R) 
6. Rainmaker sheet (Appendix S) 
7. One pencil for each child 
8. Clear jar with narrow neck 
9. White coffee filter 
10. Tape 
11. Water 
12. Medicine dropper 
13. One empty paper towel holder per each child (optional) 
14. Construction paper (optional) 
15. Glue (optional) 
16. Foil (pre cut to 6 inches wide and 1 and ½ longer than tube) per each child 

(optional) 
17. Rice (1/3 cup) per child (optional) 
18. Crayons, beads, anything to decorate rain stick (optional) 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Observe – to see or notice  
2. Record – to set down in writing 
3. Droplets – small drops 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. First session - A Cloudy Observation 

a. Gather the children in a semi circle where they can all see your cloud 
demonstration. 

b. Say:  Today we are going to be meteorologists and watch how clouds are 
formed.  As good scientists, we must observe, watch, and record what we 
see.  Keep your eyes open, because after this demonstration, I will ask 
you to record what you saw by drawing a picture.   

c. Put ice in container with water. 
d. Soak the washcloth in the ice water. 
e. Pour hot water in to the canning jar. 
f. Wring out washcloth and place it partially over the mouth of the jar (part 

of the washcloth should hang over the lip. 
g. Ask the children to observe what happens and draw a picture of what 

happens (Appendix  R). 
2. Second session - Why does it Rain?  

a. Gather children by singing:  It’s Raining, It’s Pouring. 
It’s raining, it’s pouring,                           Wiggle fingers down like rain. 
The old man is snoring.                                          
He bumped his head                                  Knock head with own hand 
And went to bed,                                       Put hands together and lay  
And he couldn’t get up in the morning.       under head. 

b. Hand out Rainmaker worksheet (Appendix S) and pencil as each student 
arrives. 

c. Seat children so that they all can see.  Say:  Clouds are rainmakers.  
They hold water droplets, until they can’t hold anymore.  When they 
can’t  hold anymore, they drop the water droplets as snow, hail, or rain 
depending on the temperature.  Today the weather is warm.  We will 
make rain. 

d. Stuff the center of the coffee filter into the neck of the jar.  Say:  This is 
our cloud. 
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e. Tape the edge of the jar to the coffee filter.  Say:  We are going to add 
water droplets to the cloud, let’s guess how many droplets the cloud will 
hold.  Have the children record their guesses on the worksheet.  

f. Drop water, drop by drop with the eyedropper, having the children count 
each drop as you go.  Stop adding water when the filter begins to “rain”. 

g. Have the children record the actual number of water droplets it took to 
rain. 

h. See how close the guesses were and ask:  Why did it finally rain?  (The 
rain droplets got too heavy for the cloud to hold)  After discussion, send 
back to seat to complete worksheet by singing:  Rain, rain, go away, 
Come back another day._________(Say a child’s name) 

i. Have the children draw or write one word to explain why it rained.   
E. Extensions and Variations 

1. Make a rain stick by using a paper towel tube. 
2. Trace around the end of your tube onto a piece of construction paper.  Draw a 

bigger circle around that circle and then draw lines connecting the two circles. 
Make two circles, one will be used later. 

3. Cut on the lines to middle circle.  Fold in spokes and glue to the end of your tube. 
4. Crunch the aluminum into a thin rope.  Then twist it into a spring like coil. 
5. Place the aluminum in the tube. 
6. Pour some dry rice in to the tube (not a lot). 
7. Glue the other cap onto the open end and have them decorate their rain stick.  

F. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Students will record scientific observations by illustrating their observation. 
2. Students will estimate the amount of rain droplets needed for a cloud to drop 

rain. 
3. Students will explain with words or drawing why it rains. 

 
Lesson Nine:   A Windy Day (approximately 40 minutes) (adapted from:  Teacher Created 
Materials-Weather) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

b. Students understand the processes of scientific investigation and evaluate 
such investigations (Colorado Science Standard 1). 

c. Students read and recognize literature as a record of human experience 
(Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 6). 

d. Students will understand writing and speaking is used for a variety of 
purposes and audiences. (Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 2). 

2. Lesson Content 
a. Seasons and Weather (p. 20) 

i. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 
b. Literary Terms: author and illustrator (p. 10) 
c. Numbers and Number Sense (p. 17) 

i. Using concrete objects and pictorial representations, compare 
sets 

ii. Interpret simple pictorial graphs 
3. Skill Objective(s) 

a. Students identify how our daily activities are affected by weather. 
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b. Students use simple devices to gather observational data. 
c. Students will construct, read, and interpret displays of data including 

tables, charts, pictographs, and bar graphs. 
B. Materials 

1. The Windy Day by G. Brian Karas 
2. Class Rebus Book – “When it was a windy day, ___ and _____ went out to play” 
3. One jumbo craft stick for each child 
4. Markers 
5. Three  narrow colored streamers for each student (cut 6 inches long from tissue 

paper) 
6. Glue 
7. Prepared area on class white board to record answers 
8. Graph board 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Breeze – a mild gentle wind 
2. Gusty – a sudden strong rush of wind or air 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Invite children to reading time and read The Windy Day by G. Brian Karas. 
2. Discuss with the children what are some activities you may do on a windy day.  

Record some of their answers in the class Rebus Book.   
3. Ask:  So, can you see the wind?  (No!  But you can see it move branches, leaves, 

trash, etc.) 
4. Say:   Sometimes wind is gentle, it is a breeze.  Sometimes it blows hard, gusty, 

and brings storms in.  In spring, especially March, it is very windy. 
5. Say:  Today we are going to find out what direction the wind is coming from. 
6. Lead the children in making a wind wand. 
7. Have the children color their craft sticks with makers.  Tell them to choose three 

strips of tissue and glue them to one end of their stick. 
8. Have them blow on their wand to see what direction they are blowing from, the 

tissue will blow away from the direction of the wind. 
9. Take the children outside and see what direction the wind is coming from. 
10. Have the children go back into the classroom and find two areas where there is a 

breeze blowing (vents, near windows, or near doors).  Ask them: How will you 
know that there is a breeze?  (The streams will flutter.) 

11. Ask the children to find at least two breezy spots in the classroom and to record 
their answers on the whiteboard.  From their answers, you can make a graph of 
all the classes’ hidden breezes. 

12. Some students may illustrate the class Rebus book. 
E. Extensions and Variations 

1. Have the children make a kite or pinwheel. 
F. Assessment/Evaluation 

1. Students will be able to demonstrate what direction the wind is coming from by 
using their wind wands. 

2. Students will determine and record where hidden breezes are by using wind 
wands. 
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Lesson Ten:  Spring into Spring - Start in April (approximately 20 minutes)  
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

b. Students read and recognize literature as a record of human experience 
(Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 6). 

c. Students will understand writing and speaking is used for a variety of 
purposes and audiences. (Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 2). 

2. Lesson Content 
a. Seasons and Weather (p. 20) 

i. The four seasons  
ii. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 

b. Sayings and Phrases (p. 10) 
i. April Showers bring May Flowers 

3. Skill Objective(s) 
a. Students identify how our daily activities are affected by weather. 
b. Students will identify observable patterns in weather data. 
c. Students will create a message by drawing, telling, and or emergent 

writing. 
B. Materials 

1. Rainy day box filled with: 
a. A fake cloud 
b. A fake raindrop 
c. Raincoat 
d. A rainbow 
e. Water boots 
f. Umbrella 
g. Rain hat 
h. A budding limb 
i. A note card with the word Spring on it 
j. The book, It’s Spring by Jimmy Pickering or any book about spring 

2. Class Rebus Book – “When it was a rainy day, ____ and  ____ went out to play” 
3. Spring Matching worksheet (Appendix T) 

C. Key Vocabulary 
None 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Invite children to circle time.  Say:  Today you will detectives and you will have 

to guess what I will be reading about.    
2. Start pulling out rainy day items from your box, one by one and have the children 

identify them.  Pull out the fake cloud first, then whatever order you prefer, 
finishing with the rain hat and book last. 

3. Hopefully the kids will guess Spring, if not have a season’s card with the word 
Spring on it. 

4. Introduce the book. 
5. After reading the book, ask the children:  What are some activities you like to do 

in the Spring? How is Spring different than Fall and Winter?  What do you 
wear? Record some answers in the class Rebus book.   Some students can 
illustrate the answers after being released from circle.   

6. Pass out the Spring Matching worksheet (Appendix T).  
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7. Release children to do work by passing the raindrop to his neighbor and singing:    
Pass the raindrop to your neighbor pass it round, 
Pass the raindrop to your neighbor pass it on, 
Pass the raindrop to your neighbor, pass the raindrop 
to neighbor,  pass the raindrop to your neighbor, pass 
It on!  

E. Extensions and Variations 
1. Have students decorate Granny with budding limbs and small apple blossoms.  

Title your tree “April Showers bring May Flowers”. 
F. Assessment/Evaluation 

1. Students will illustrate Spring activities and proper clothing in class Rebus book.  
Fill out the students’ chart (Appendix X, 2). 

2. Students will choose proper spring activities (Appendix T). 
 

Lesson Eleven:  April Showers bring… ( approximately 30 minutes) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

b. Students understand the processes of scientific investigation and evaluate 
such investigations (Colorado Science Standard 1). 

c. Students will understand writing and speaking is used for a variety of 
purposes and audiences. (Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 2). 

2. Lesson Content 
a. Seasons and Weather (p. 20) 

i. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 
b. Poetry (pp. 8 and 9) 

i. April Rain Song 
c. Sayings and Phrases (p. 10) 

i. April Showers bring May Flowers 
ii. It’s Raining Cats and Dogs 

d. Numbers and Number Sense (p. 17) 
i. Using concrete objects and pictorial representations, compare 

sets 
3. Skill Objective(s) 

a. Students use simple devices to gather observational data 
b. Students will identify observable patterns in weather data. 
c. Students will reproduce, extend, create, and describe patterns and 

sequences of daily weather using a variety of materials. 
d. Students will construct, read, and interpret displays of data including 

tables, charts, pictographs, and bar graphs. 
B. Materials 

1. Water  
2. One medicine dropper per group of two 
3. One small plastic plate with 1/3 cup of dirt on it per group of two 
4. One large plastic plate per group of two 
5. Tarp to cover work area 
6. Prepared whiteboard area for number of drops to make a flood and number of 

drops to make a mini flood 
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C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Floods – a great flow of water over normally dry land 
2. Absorb – to soak up or take in 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. At the beginning of the day, during circle, read the poem April Rain Song by 

Langston Hughes. 
Let the rain kiss you. 
Let the rain beat upon your head with silver 
Liquid drops. 
Let the rain sing you a lullaby. 
 
The rain makes still pools on the sidewalk. 
The rain makes running pools in the gutter. 
The rain plays a little sleep-song on our roof at night- 
 
And I love the rain. 

2. Ask:  What else does the rain do?  Remember our tree?  April showers bring 
May flowers (makes flowers, makes puddles, waters grass, etc.) 

3. Ask:  What happens if it rains too much?  (Flood!)  Have you ever heard the 
saying “ its raining cats and dogs?”  Well that means that it raining a lot.  In 
fact that saying came from a long time ago, when roofs were made of thatch, 
thick straw pile.  There was no wood support to hold the roof, just the thatch.  So 
when it got cold and rained, the only place for the cats, dogs, and other small 
animals to get warm would be on the roof.  But when it rained too much, the roof 
would become slick and the animals would fall off, looking like it was raining 
cats and dogs! 

4. Say:  Well, when its raining too much, cats and dogs, sometimes we get floods, 
its too much water for the soil to take in.  Today we are going to see the 
difference between a puddle and a flood. 

5. Demonstrate this to the children.  Place the small plate (with the soil) on the 
bigger plate. 

6. Drop water drops, drop by drop, until they run together, forming a small puddle.  
Make sure to point this out.  Counting each drop as you go. 

7. Continue dropping the drops until the water overflows onto the big plate.  Point 
out that this would be a flood, too much water for the soil plate to absorb. 

8. Invite the children to work in pairs and repeat the demonstration on their own.  
Have them record the number of drops for the puddle and number of drops for 
the flood on a whiteboard. 

E. Extensions and Variations 
1. Have the children illustrate or write why they love the rain, using April Rain 

Song as a template. 
2. Have the students create a saying (idiom) of :  It’s raining ______and _____. 

F. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Students will record the amount of water drops needed for a puddle verses a 

flood and compare their data with other students.  Fill out the students’ chart 
(Appendix X, row 4 and row 5). 
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Lesson Twelve:  What makes a Rainbow? (approximately 25 minutes) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

b. Students understand the processes of scientific investigation and evaluate 
such investigations (Colorado Science Standard 1). 

c. Students read and recognize literature as a record of human experience 
(Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 6). 

2. Lesson Content 
a. Seasons and Weather (p. 20) 

i. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 
ii. The sun: source of light and warmth 

b. Literary Terms: author and illustrator (p. 10) 
3. Skill Objective(s) 

a. Students identify the sun as the principal source of Earth’s heat and light. 
b. Students use simple devices to gather observational data. 
c. Students will reproduce, extend, create, and describe patterns and 

sequences of daily weather using a variety of materials. 
d. Students will create a message by drawing, telling, and or emergent 

writing. 
B. Materials 

1. Planting a Rainbow by Lois Ehlert 
2. What Makes a Rainbow? by Betty Ann Schwartz (optional) 
3. A CD for each group of four students (variation) 
4. Rainbow Story sheet (Appendix U)-optional 

C. Key Vocabulary 
  None 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. At beginning of the day, during circle time, introduce and read the book Planting 

a Rainbow.  This is a great book to review the seasons and colors of a rainbow. 
2. Ask:  When do you see rainbows?  (After it rains.)  Do you know what they are 

caused by? 
3. Explain to the children that a rainbow occurs naturally when sunlight shines 

through raindrops in the sky. 
4. Say:  There are seven colors of the rainbow, you can remember the colors by 

remembering ROYGBIV (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet). 
5. Each letter stands for a color.  I will not tell you all the colors, we will figure it 

out as a class.  
6. Set up the pan of water near a window opposite a white wall or have a child hold 

up a white poster board.  
7. Hold the mirror at one end of the pan so that the sunlight hits it. 
8. Move the mirror until you can see the colors of the rainbow.  Have the children 

name the colors and one student can record the answers.  They probably will not 
get violet and indigo, so give it to them. 

9. Have the children color in a giant rainbow near Granny the tree with rain drops.  
E. Extensions and Variations 

1. Instead of using the mirror and water setup, use a CD, it reflects a rainbow with 
just light and you won’t need water, just a few CD for groups of four students. 
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2.  Children can write a short story or sentence about what they would find at the 
end of a rainbow (Appendix U). 

F. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Students will illustrate the effect that sunlight has on moisture in the air by 

completing a correctly colored rainbow.  Fill out the students’ chart (Appendix 
X, row 6). 

 
Lesson Thirteen:   Thunderstorms (approximately 30 minutes) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

b. Students read and recognize literature as a record of human experience 
(Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 6). 

c. Students will understand writing and speaking is used for a variety of 
purposes and audiences. (Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 2). 

2. Lesson Content 
a. Seasons and Weather (p. 20) 

i. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 
b. Literary Terms: author and illustrator (p. 10) 

3. Skill Objective(s) 
a. Students identify how our daily activities are affected by weather. 
b. Students will reproduce, extend, create, and describe patterns and 

sequences of daily weather using a variety of materials. 
c. Students will create a message by drawing, telling, and or emergent 

writing. 
B. Materials 

1. The book Flash, Crash, Rumble, and Roll by Franklyn Branley 
2. One blank piece of Picture Story paper for each student 
3. Pencil 
4. Crayons 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Hail – small round pieces of ice that fall like rain 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Gather children at circle time and tell them:  We are going to make a 

thunderstorm. 
2. Instruct the children to do what their neighbor does.  Say:  I will start, whatever I 

do my neighbor to the right of me will do, then their neighbor to their right will 
do the same action, until everyone is doing the same thing.  Then I will change 
action and my neighbor will follow.  I will also call out instruction. 

3. Start by rubbing your hands together, have your neighbor start and continue until 
you change the movement.  Change movement when the neighbor to your left is 
doing the same movement (example:  all of you  rubbing your hands together). 

4. Say:  Snap your fingers!  Next snap both fingers, wait till it comes around. Say: 
Clap! 

5. Next clap your hands, wait for it to come back around.  Say:  Pat your legs! 
6. Then pat your legs (like a drum), wait till it comes around.  Say: And stomp your 

feet! 
7. Then stomp your feet while patting your legs, wait.  Say:  The storm is dying 

down, now only and pat your legs! 
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8. Then reverse the order, clap, then snap, then rub your hands, and finally silence. 
9. Say:  We have just made our own thunderstorm.  Ask:  What did our 

thunderstorm have in it?  ( big rain, thunder, etc.) 
10. Say:  Thunderstorms make a lot of noise!  Boom! Crash! Crack!  They also 

produce lightening, which we can see.  They may seem scary, but they are part of 
nature. 

11. Ask:  Can you think of a reason why thunderstorms may be dangerous?  
12. Tell children that lightening or hail could be caused by thunderstorms. 
13. Say:  Hail is when rain freezes before it hits the ground.  It is very hard and feels 

like an ice cube. 
14. Ask:  What are some things we should be careful of during a thunderstorm. 
15. Make a chart with all the safety tips the children come up with for safety during a 

thunderstorm.  (If you see lightening or hear thunder, go inside; never stand 
under a tree or near water; etc.) 

16. Before releasing to work, read the book Flash, Crash, Rumble, and Roll by 
Franklyn Branley.  

17. Invite the children to illustrate at least one of the safety tips during a 
thunderstorm on their own piece of paper.  Have them include action words, such 
as “boom” and “bang”.  Use the pages to make a class handbook on safety during 
thunderstorms.   

E. Extensions and Variations 
1. Discuss tornadoes and their safety. 

F. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Students demonstrate understanding of thunderstorms properties and safety by 

illustrating for the class handbook on Thunderstorm safety.  Fill out the students’ 
chart (Appendix X, row 4-6). 

2. Students use onomatopoeias to express language in a meaningful way. 
  

Lesson Fourteen:  Summertime Fun (approximately 20 minutes plus homework time) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the processes and interactions of Earth’s systems 

and the structure and the dynamics of Earth and other objects in space 
(Colorado Science Standard 4). 

b. Students read and recognize literature as a record of human experience 
(Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 6). 

c. Students will understand writing and speaking is used for a variety of 
purposes and audiences. (Colorado Reading and Writing Standard 2). 

2. Lesson Content 
a. Seasons and Weather (p. 20) 

i. Characteristic local weather patterns during the different seasons 
b. Literary Terms: author and illustrator (p. 10) 

3. Skill Objective(s) 
a. Students identify how our daily activities are affected by weather. 
b. Students will create a message by drawing, telling, and or emergent 

writing. 
B. Materials 

1. Class rebus book – “When it was a sunny day,  _____ and ____ went out to play” 
2. One Hot Summer Day by Nina Crews 
3. Examples of real postcards  
4. Template of postcard (Appendix V) 
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5. The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein (optional) 
6. A map (optional) 

C. Key Vocabulary 
None 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Invite children to join you for circle time.  Introduce a book about the 

summertime, such as One Hot Summer Day by Nina Crews. 
2. Ask:  What are some things that you like to do in the summer?  Record some of 

their answers in the Class Rebus Book. 
3. Ask:  Where are some places your family goes to during summer vacation, or 

would like to go to? 
4. Say:  You have a homework assignment.  You will need to bring in a postcard of 

somewhere you have visited before or would like to go to.  You must make the 
postcard yourself and write us a little note on the back.  Show the children some 
examples of real postcards that have been sent to you.  Show them where the 
stamp goes, their address, our address and where message goes. 

5. Hand out the post card template from Appendix V.  
6. Decorate a bulletin board with all the postcards and call it our Summer Vacation. 

E. Extensions and Variations 
1. Can use a map and pinpoint each postcard to their location on the map.  
2. Decorate Granny with flowers for the summer season.  Read The Giving Tree by 

Shel Silverstein.   Call Granny “The Giving Tree” and have the children will a 
piece of advice to the new kindergartners coming in.  Write their wishes on a 
flower.  

F. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Students will illustrate and write about places to visit in the summer months. 
2. Fill out the students’ chart (Appendix X, row 1).  

  
VI. CULMINATING ACTIVITY  

A. Have the children make a collage of the four seasons.  They can do this after the unit is 
over as each season is discussed (Appendix W). 
1. Give the children a prepared book with eight pages in it (Just use four and fold 

them in half).  On pages 1, 3, 5, and 7 have a copy of a plain limb tree.  Above 
the tree have them label the season.  They can decorate each tree for the 
appropriate season. (Flowers in Summer, falling leaves in Fall, bare in Winter, 
buds in Spring.) 

2. On pages 2, 4, 6, and 8 have the children illustrate something they do with their 
families during each season.  You can write a caption for each picture. 

3. Encourage the children to include seasonal pictures from magazines or other 
items, like leafs, food, and clothing on their pictures. 

4. Let them title their own book and draw the cover.       
 

VII. HANDOUTS/WORKSHEETS/ 
A. Appendix A:  Aesop’s The Grasshopper and the Ants – Lesson One 
B. Appendix B:  Label Cards for the Seasons – Lesson One 
C. Appendix C:  Information on Yearlong Tree (Granny) – Lesson One 
D. Appendix D:  Labels for the Months – Lesson One 
E. Appendix E:  Diagram of Sun and Earth – Lesson One 
F. Appendix F:  Template of Leaf Punch out – Lesson One 
G. Appendix G:  Daily Graph for Weather  (diagram) – Lesson Two 
H. Appendix H:  Symbols for The Daily Weather Graph – Lesson Two 
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I. Appendix I:  KWL Chart – Lesson Two and Lesson Seven 
J. Appendix J:  Morning Routine – Lesson Two 
K. Appendix K:  Frame for Leaf  – Lesson Three 
L. Appendix L:  Sample of Scavenger Hunt – Lesson Four 
M. Appendix M:  The More It Snows Poem  – Lesson Five 
N. Appendix N:  Temperature Sheet – Lesson Six 
O. Appendix O:  Snowflake Pattern – Lesson Six, session 3 
P. Appendix P:  Snow-a-thon Chart (diagram) – Lesson Six extension 
Q. Appendix Q:  Lacing Mitten – Lesson Six Extension 
R. Appendix R:  A Cloud – Lesson Eight 
S. Appendix S:  The Rainmaker – Lesson Eight 
T. Appendix T:  Spring Matching – Lesson Ten 
U. Appendix U:  Rainbow Story Template – Lesson Twelve 
V. Appendix V:  Postcard Template – Lesson Fourteen 
W. Appendix W:  Seasons’ Book – Culminating Activity 
X. Appendix X:  Unit Concept Chart 
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Appendix A, page 1 
Aesop’s Fable – The Grasshopper and the Ant 

Lesson One 
The following story, although slightly changed, was taken from the following source:  Harrison, Annett.  
Easy to Tell Stories for Young Children.  Tennessee:  National Storytelling Press, 1992.   

ISBN 1-879991-14-4 
 

In a field on a fine summer’s day, Gummy Grasshopper was hopping about, singing and dancing, 
and enjoying himself.  Nearby a group of ants was hard at work. 
 “I love the summer!”  Gummy would say.  “I can sing and dance 
all day, and I can sing and dance all night.”  Crowds would gather around           Say this with excitement. 
Gummy Grasshopper just to watch him perform.   
 

I sing and dance at every chance                                                           This verse is sung to the 
(Clap, clap, clap, clap)                                                                         tune of “Deep in the 
Deep in the heart of summer.                       Heart of Texas.  Teach it  
Come, everyone, and join the fun                      to your children, so you  
(Clap, clap, clap, clap)                       can sing together. 
Deep in the heart of summer.              

 
 
 All summer long, while the ants worked, he jumped around the field, and danced, and sang.  
Sometimes he would listen quietly to the sounds of a warm summer night.  He could hear the celebration- 
the mosquitoes buzzing, the crickets chirping.  And he could watch the lightning bugs lighting up the 
night sky.  All summer long they could be seen and heard.  But when the air turned cool, and fall was in 
the air, the insects begin to get ready for the approaching cold silent winter. 

But not Gummy Grasshopper.  He continued to go out in the field every day to sing and dance. 
 
  
I sing and dance at every chance                                                 
(Clap, clap, clap, clap)                                                               
Deep in the heart of summer. 
Come, everyone, and join the fun 
(Clap, clap, clap, clap) 
Deep in the heart of summer.                                                                                                                 

 
 

 One day Gummy woke up and felt a chill in the air.  Then the leaves         Look sad. 
turned red, gold, and brown, and begin to fall and the insects begin to leave 
one by one. 
 Then one day, Anna Ant came by.  Anna was dragging along a                   
large kernel of corn. 
 “Hello, Gummy,” she said.  “You look like you’re having fun.  I 
 wish I could join you.” 
 “Well, come on – sing and dance with me.”                                             Gesture with your hands. 
 
 
 Come sing and dance the whole day long;                                            Sing this verse to the tune 
 Come sing away your sorrow.             of “Pop Goes the Weasel.’ 
 Come sing and dance the whole day long;           Sing it once, and have the 
 We’ll worry about food tomorrow.           Children join in. 
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Appendix A, page 2 
 
“Come join me, Anna Ant,” said Gummy.  “You’re working too hard!”          Make welcoming gestures. 
   “I’m gathering my food for the winter, “ she said.  “The days are turning cool, and winter will 
soon be here.” 
 “Winter?” asked Gummy.  “You’re not worried about winter now, are you?  The sun is still 
warm; we have plenty of food.” 
 
 
 Come sing and dance the whole day long;       You and the children sing  
 Come sing away your sorrow.                                                together. 
 Come sing and dance the whole day long; 
 We’ll worry about food tomorrow. 
 
 
 So for a little while Anna sang and danced with Gummy and             Pick a child from the group                            
 had a wonderful time.           to sing and dance with you. 
             “I can’t stay,” said Anna Ant.  “I have work to do.  Maybe     Repeat the verse one more  
when I finish, I’ll be back.”          time. 
 Don’t work too hard!”  Gummy said.  “Just think about me  
having a great time!” 
 Throughout the fall, Gummy Grasshopper played while Anna     Shiver with the children. 
 and the other ants worked.  Then winter came, with its ice, snow, and 
 cold winds.  All the insects were gone.  Gummy was all alone, he was 
 s-o-o-o cold and s-o-o-o  hungry.  
 One freezing winter’s day, Gummy Grasshopper went to the 
ants’ house and knocked on the door.                                                              Knock on the floor. 
Anna Ant answered the door. 

“Hello A-n-n-a-.  Do you remember me?” asked Gummy.     Shiver. 
 “Sure I do! She answered.  “You’re the one who sang and 
 danced all summer and fall.” 
 Gussie said, “And now I’m hungry.  It’s s-o-o-o cold, and     Shiver and look sad. 
I have nothing to eat.  Will you share some of your food with me? 
Please?” 
 Anna looked at Gummy and said, “Why should I?  You  
played while I worked.  I dragged every one of these heavy pieces 
of grain myself while you were singing and dancing.” 
 Gummy looked so unhappy and so cold, and he said, “ I know 
that I should work before I play.  But… I have nothing to eat.  I will     Say this line slowly. 
surely die.” 
 Anna Ant looked at Gummy Grasshopper, and she knew he 
had learned his lesson.  “All right,” she said, “I will share with you.   
But next year you must gather your own food.” 
 “I will!  I promise,” said Gummy. 
 Anna shared with Gummy all winter long.  And as far as I  
know, since that time Gummy Grasshopper and Anna Ant have been 
best of friends and Gummy always works before he plays. 
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Appendix  B 
Label Cards for the Seasons - Lesson One 

 
 

Fall 
Winter
Spring

Summer
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Appendix C 
Yearlong Tree (Granny) – Lesson One 

 
 
 

You can purchase a tree from any teacher’s store (Banks School 
Supply).  It is called the Seasons Tree. 
 
You can  make a tree from white vinyl, just paint a large tree on 
it, and only draw the limbs.  You will add the leaves, buds, 
berries, and flowers throughout the year. 
 
You can make a tree with twisted up brown butcher paper.  This 
looks more realistic.  Don’t forget the branches! 
 
*Keep in mind that this tree will remain up all year, make it 
nice. 
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Appendix D 
 Labels for the Months – Lesson One 

  
 
 
 

January July 
February August 

March September
April October 
May November
June December
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Appendix E 
Diagram of Sun and Earth – Lesson One 

 
Note:  Walk clockwise around the sun, starting at current month.  Rotate the globe counterclockwise as 
you orbit the sun. 
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Appendix F 
Template of Leaf Punch out – Lesson One 

 
1. Make copies on red, orange, and brown construction paper or card stock. 
2. Separate the leaves into sections, one per each student. 
3. Have students punch holes along the outline of the leaf with the tip of a pencil. 
4. The students can tear out shape along the punched outline or just cut out with 

scissors.  
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Appendix G 
Daily Graph for Weather – Lesson Two 

(diagram only - not actual size) 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 Place label of Month 
here 

(Use Velcro on back of 
label, so you can change.)

Windy 
 

Sunny 

 

Cloudy 

 

Snowy
 

Rainy

Place label of Season 
here 

(Use Velcro on back of 
label, so you can change.)

Place Velcro down 
the length  of 
each column, so 
you can attach 
the appropriate 
weather symbol 
daily. 
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Appendix H 
Symbols for The Daily Weather Graph – Lesson Two 

(make four copies of this page on card stock or on iron-on transfers, put Velcro on back of each symbol) 
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Appendix I 
KWL Chart - Lesson Two and Lesson Seven 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

What I Learned: 

 

L

What I 
Want to 
Know:

W

What I 
Know: 

K
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Appendix J 
Morning Routine - Lesson Two 

(used daily) 
 
 
 

Name:       
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Weather: 
 
 
 
Picture of the day: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Letter : 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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Appendix K 
Frame for Leaf  - Lesson Three 

 
 

1. Copy onto card stock or construction paper. 
2. Children can decorate with Fall stamps, stickers or color. 
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Appendix L 
Sample of Scavenger Hunt - Lesson Four 

 
Draw what you find. 

 
 

          Find something Brown.                                 Find something Yellow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           Find something Orange.                    Find something Green. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Find something Red.         Draw your favorite vegetable                          
   that you picked. 
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Appendix M 
The More it Snows -  A.A. Milne – Lesson Five 

Illustrated by: ________________ 
Date: _________ 

 
 
 

The more it snows, 
(Tiddley Pom) 
The more it goes, 
(Tiddley Pom) 
The more it goes, 
(Tiddley Pom) 
On snowing. 
 
And nobody knows, 
(Tiddley Pom) 
How cold my toes, 
(Tiddley Pom) 
How cold my toes, 
(Tiddley Pom) 
Are growing. 
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Appendix N 
Temperature Sheet - Lesson Six 

 

Match the thermometer to the activity. 
 
   Cold 
 

                                                  
 

      Cool 

                                                             
 
                                                                                                                                             
   Hot 

        Hot                                                            
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Appendix O 
Snowflake Pattern – Lesson Six, session 3 

 
1.  Copy snowflake pattern onto cardstock, separate and laminate. 
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Appendix P 
Snow-a-thon Chart (diagram) - Lesson Six extension 

 
-Put on large tag board 
-Have class guess (hypothesis) which way will be the fastest and slowest    
method before timing each method. 
 
 

Snow-a-thon 
 

                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Group              Method               Time 
                                               * =fastest
                                                ?=slowest
Group 1 Melt in hands          
 
 

Group 2    Put in    
 
Group 3    Put in mouth  
 
 
Group 4    Put under  
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Appendix Q 
Lacing Mitten - Lesson Six Extension 

 

*One set per each child, 
punch holes along each set, so children can lace together. 
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Appendix R 
A Cloud - Lesson Eight 

 
 
 
 

Draw a picture of your observation. 
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Appendix S 
The Rainmaker - Lesson Eight 

 
 
 
 

Guess:  The number of drops for cloud to drop rain = __________ 
 

Actual:  The real number of drops it took for rain   =  __________ 
 

                                                Difference  = __________ 
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Appendix T 
Spring Matching - Lesson Ten 

 
 

Circle everything that belongs to Spring. 
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Appendix U 
Rainbow Story Template- Lesson Twelve 

 
 

One day I was at the end of a Rainbow, and I saw… 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
Appendix V 

Postcard Template - Lesson Fourteen 
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Have Students draw a summer vacation spot on the back of card.  Copy on cardstock. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                 

                                             

__________                   
   
 
 
 
 

__________                    
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Appendix W, page 1 
Seasons’ Book - Culminating Activity 

 
1. Make an accordion book.  Use three pieces of large 

construction paper.  Stagger all pieces at different lengths 
and fold over.  See diagram. 

2. Use the following stencil to have the kids trace.  Make the 
stencil out of cardstock or cardboard.  Make a few, so that 
more than one child can use them at a time. 

a. 
 
 
 
 
   

                                                         Fold all pages over, making a step like         
book.   

 
 
 
 
 

                       
                                                                         
 
 
 
 
 
        Draw pictures on and on back  
        of pages. 
 
        Top page will be the title page 
        and the last page will be an 
        extra.             

My Season’s Book

Fall 

Winter 

Spring 

Summer 

This is fold. 
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Appendix W, page 2 
Seasons’ Book - Culminating Activity 

Tree Template 
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Appendix X 
Unit Content Chart and Assessment 

 
Core Science Sequence for Kindergartners 

Mark box with a Yes or No.  Keep in files and fill in as area covered.  
 

Student:                                                                                            School Year: 
The four 
seasons 
Lesson One 

 

Fall 
 
 
 

Winter 
 
 
 

Spring   
 
 
 

Summer 
 
 

      
Weather 

patterns for 
different 
seasons 

 
Lessons  3, 5, 

10, and 14 

Describes the 
weather patterns of 

Fall.  Cool and 
leaves fall. 

 
 

Describes the 
weather patterns 
of Winter.  Cold, 
snows, and bare 

limbs. 
 

Describes the 
weather patterns 

of Spring.  Warm, 
windy, rainy, and 
budding plants. 

 

Describes the 
weather patterns of 

Summer.  Hot, 
thunderstorms, full 

plants. 
 

 
The sun 

 
Lesson 1 

 
Source of light 

 
 
 

 
Source of 
warmth 

 
 

  

 
Daily 

weather 
changes 

Lessons 6, 7, 11, 
12, and 13 

 
Temperature:L6

 
 
 
 

 
Clouds: L7 

 
 
 
 

 
Rainfall: L11 

 
 

 
Thunderstorms:

L13 
 
 
 

 *Thermometers 
are used to 
measure  
T__________. 
 

*Clouds hold 
W________. 

*Too much 
rain can cause 
a  
F_______. 
 
 

*What happens 
during a 
thunderstorm? 
(Hail, rain, 
lightening, 
thunder) 

*Student 
completes 
daily weather 
graph 
properly. 

Snow: 
Snow falls 
when it is 
hot/cold. 

 

*Snowflakes 
are 

______. 

*Rainbows 
are caused by 
S____ 
hitting 
W_______ 
      

*Name one 
safety tip 
during a 
thunderstorm. 

 


